Abstract. This paper proposes fluid animation method which analyzes flow field from fluid video. While current fluid animations relies on fluid simulation, this paper propose effective process which calculates 2d velocity field of smoke motion in video without fluid simulation. We utilize PCA to synthesize intermediate frames between sequential input fluid image sequences. We generate optical flow for fluid movements using a groundbreaking optical flow estimation method which is the combination of Lucas/Kanade and Horn/Schunck to achieve the best of the local and global differential methods.
Introduction
This paper proposes fluid animation method which analyzes flow field from fluid video. The input video is single viewpoint video without illumination change, supposes there is no camera motion and considers complex turbulence as also input range. Existing fluid animation production mostly relies on fluid simulation, on the other hand, this paper propose effective process which calculates 2D velocity field of smoke motion in video without fluid simulation. Regarding particle, streakline and styled objects as rendering primitives, our method generates fluid animation which follows smoke motion of video.
There are many heated studies that mimic objects from real one in various areas but these tries are not brisk in fluid area. It is hard to get the same quality of actual image only using handworks or theoretical calculation. Character animation field has studied capturing the actor's motion in the past twenty years and now the method which combines with physically simulating skeletons is ongoing. Face animation field also conducted aimed to peoples face movement such as emotion capture using in movie called avatar. Actual image capture study in fluid field is at an early stage because of the characteristic that the movement of fluid is complex, hard to find characteristic point and cannot sustain status. To capture the fluid, many studies try to capture using laser sweeping, capture the movement of gas through the distorted of noise image or capture the surface of fluid combined with fluid simulation method. These studies consider capturing 3D flow field based on vision technology as target. There is a study which modeling surface of water from single video using Shape from shading but few studies exist make fluid animation using single smoke animation.
To sum up our study, we enhance the efficiency of optical flow making middle frames such as taken by super high speed camera because fluid does not have feature.
Related Work
Fluid mechanics and image processing have developed many fluid movement capture methods prior to computer graphics. In experimental fluid mechanics, Particle image velocimetry (PIV) [2] obtains time varying velocity fields by measuring the displacements of numerous fine particles that accurately follow the motion of the fluid. With the almost same motivation to our paper, Dosh and Bors [3] couples physical models and image estimation techniques for modelling the movement of fluids. The estimated optical flow is corrected by a designed diffusion step through solving the Navier-Stokes Equation. However, the weighted blending of input optical flow and simulated velocity field is hard to verify its physical accuracy. The blending may degenerate temporal coherency of output image sequences. Atmospheric images used in the paper can yield reasonable velocity field since satellite camera is very far from ground.
However, fluid in daily life such as cigarette smoke is not adequate for an example of the paper where 2D fluid simulation is applied to projected real 3D fluid.
Several researches in computer graphics have been interested in capturing fluid motion to generate fluid animation. Hawkins et al. [4] propose a capturing system for time-varying volumetric smoke. A laser sheet is swept repeatedly through the volume, and the scattered light is imaged using a high-speed camera. Li et al. [5] propose a video-based approach for producing water surface models by combining shape from shading (SFS) and shallow water model. Atchesonet al. [6] propose a Schlieren tomography system for capturing full 3D, nonstationary gas flows on a dense volumetric grid. Wang et al. [7] present an image-based reconstruction framework to model real water scenes captured by stereoscopic video. By combining an image based reconstruction with physically-based simulation, they fill in missing regions, remove outliers, and refine the geometric shape.
3
Our Method
Intermediate Frames Generation
We utilize PCA to synthesize intermediate frames between sequential input fluid image sequences. While PCA has been used in various computer graphics problems, image based rendering with PCA is close to our problem. Tensor Textures [8] synthesizes a novel image with arbitrary illumination (camera) representation from image data with specific illumination(camera) directions. We follow the Tensor Textures idea to synthesize intermediate image frame from input fluid images. Given image sequences , 1 ≤ ≤ T with by ℳ resolution, image data is defined as D ∈ ℜ × , where is the number of frames applied to PCA, ℳ is the number of pixels of each example image (Fig.1) 
For a representation vector v t for specific time t in input image sequence, reconstructed * Ρ equals to original image for time t. We assume that intermediate images from -th and + 1-th input images. When and +1 are -th and + 1-th row vector of , respectively, -th representation vector is
Then, we obtain new -th intermediate frame between -th and +1-th images by . Fig. 1 . Overall structure of our system
Velocity Field Generation
We generate optical flow for fluid movements using a groundbreaking optical flow estimation method [9] which is the combination of Lucas/Kanade (LK) [10] and Horn/Schunck(HS) [11] to achieve the best of the local and global differential methods. Optical flow methods have a common assumption: Grey values of image objects in subsequent frames do not change over time. I( + , + , + 1) = I( , , ), displacement field ( , ): optical flow. Then, ∇ • ( , ) = − . However, it is hard to apply the optical flow equation to fluid scene. Contrary to rigid body suitable for general optical flow method, features of fluid are not determined in straightforward way since smoke has not explicit boundary and liquid surface is not topologically invariant since liquid can be merged and collapsed. Therefore, without any special manipulations, fluid motion estimation is hard to achieve good results by current optical flow method. The hybrid method [9] minimizes the following energy function to obtain motion vector u:
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, where u = (u, v) and is Gaussian distribution with standard deviation ρ and smoothing weight α serves as regulation parameter. The first and second terms in Eq. 3 represents LK and HS formulations, respectively.
We apply Eq. 3 to achieve fluid velocity fields with intermediate images from sequent input images. The calculated velocity fields progress our rendering primitives such as particle and streaklines. Our Lagrangian rendering primitives move according to the velocity field through simple explicit advection +1 = + ∆ . For volume rendering, one could apply implicit advection of density fields using semiLagrangian [1] or back-and-forth [12] advection schemes.
Conclusion
The paper presents a fluid animation system which achieves smoke flow from input video without physics based fluid simulation. The intermediate image generation enhances fluid motion estimation over common optical flow methods. By experimental results, we demonstrate that our system effectively generates fluid animation following fluid motion in input video. As future work, we will tackle 3D fluid animation using videos from multiple cameras. Corresponding point finding problem would be technical difficulty since it is difficult to define feature vector in fluid. 3D fluid reconstruction research will be also helpful to stereoscopic field. We assumed that the camera position is fixed. Fluid capture for moving camera is also our future research topic. We believe fluid animation field will inherit capture&reuse paradigm from character and facial animation.
